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Progetto Antenna: Audiovisual Rendering
Bertram Niessen

concentrate on a group that works on
clip-form, most of all for the formal
coherence of their work, but above all
for the fascinating solutions they have
developed for integrating audio,
video, graphics and 3D.

By multiplying themselves infinitely,
rendering specialists multiply 3D
experiments, unfortunately not
always at the same speed. Sculpturing
virtual material and sculpturing sound,
scanning physical time and cutting up
cinematographic time are beginning
to be manipulated by the new
creative generation in search of more
and more integrated expressive
techniques.

.

Bertram Niessen: First of all, I’d like to
know something about you: who are
you, what type of experience you
come from, how you ended up
working together.

Progetto(antenna) is a collective
audiovisual experimentation that has
been in action since the year 2004,
made up of Francesco Pedraglio,
Fabio Petronilli, Edoardo Pasero e
Niccolò Nessi.

Progetto(antenna): the progetto was
born in the year 2004, as an attempt
to conciliate 4 various sensibilities into
an aesthetic unity, initially
concentrating on one single audiovisual form, above all for its formal
and composite aspect. Soon
afterwards, we overlapped graphical
dimensions and three-dimensional

As a rule, in the interviews of the
audiovisual section of Digimag we
mostly deal with live audiovisual work.
On this occasion we wanted to
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animation to the video support
(analogical/digital), to complement
the digital means with its virtual corespective, to increase the space of
action within which we would be able
to create multi-atmosphere visions.

as a dynamic object, a focal point of
interest.

The progetto then extended its
method: the video structure
(nonetheless always present and
influential) was placed side by side
with the critical-curatorial theme on
the theoretical aspect of each single
work, the structural, physicalenvironmental component, of the
installation and of the preparation as a
context- space in which audiovisual
aids were inserted. We also developed
the reflection of per-formative
elements at the base of some work, in
which the process and the event
prevail over the final object,
contracting the shape, and
demanding, more than anything else,
a simple documentation video. The
areas of interest around which the
progetto rotates are multiple and go
from video to architecture, from
photography to 3D animation.

.

Bertram Niessen: how do you develop
the concept of your videos? Do you
start for a suggestion given by some
rendering or some image and from
that you build your work? Or is it first
built on a drawing board and from this
project you develop your work?
Progetto(antenna): The concept of
our first work is in truth more than
anything else consequent to the work
itself, a sort of conceptual adaptation
of an object and its shape to an idea
that supports it, at least the base.
Lately, instead, the role of the concept
covers one new and important
function: that of a theoretic
complement of dialogue with a visual
element, or material-visual, it’s a point
of departure in virtue of which we
intentionally impose a greater
equilibrium between shape and
content, between meant and
meaning.

A recurring aspect in our work,
whether aware or not, is the attention
given to the place of the event, to the
space in itself, not necessarily full and
not necessarily empty; attention is
given to the architecture of the space,
for its points of conjuncture and for its
flow of activity (see also Slowairport ),
not only as an action context, but also
4

Bertram Niessen: how do you build
the synthesis between image and
sound?

situations of complexity in which the
final results are unknown, first of al to
ourselves, in as much produced by a
plurality of circumstances in
comparison-contrast
between
themselves. The fixity of the object
would therefore be balanced by the
unpredictability of the system of
forces. And however we don’t exclude
anything . Our opening is indefinite
and it is not said that sooner or later
we will not apply ourselves to the
structuring of live work, too

Progetto(antenna): More than
anything else the unusual
combination is stylistic cohabitation
for us, often accidental, equally often
dictated by formal requirements. That
that initially may have only seemed a
sonorous comment; an audio track to
support a visual structure, has of late
been put side by side with the sound
environments, with sounds and
acoustic resonances of the place
taken into consideration.

Bertram Niessen: What are you workig
on at the moment?
Progetto(antenna): In this period we
are working to two new projects: the
first one is BON – SAI or How not to be
Afraid and Grow Indiscriminately , an
installation
for
ALARMI
2
(www.allarmicomo.com) made out of
a concrete structure of complication
(a corridor that narrows down to a70
cm width and a height of 1.20m) and
that opens out on to a room where a
pre-training video representation of
the construction (pruning and potting)
of a Bonsai is being projected. The

.

Bertram Niessen: Have you ever
thought about live work? Why?

objective is a consideration on the
concept of positive constriction
(Bonsai-spectator) starting from the
relationship of practical coherence
between coercive and a space of
coercion (bonsaist-structure).

Progetto(antenna): Working live
would be rather interesting. A live
performance would certainly give us
the possibility of working with
processes in action, rather than with
objects that are already packed.
However our work at the moment has
as an objective that creating

The second is Tulips , a video based
on a poem by Silvia Plath . It is a
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monologue completely filmed on
blueback, so as to allow us to
interpret the feelings that the poem
transmits to us through computerized
graphics; it will be a mix of video,
matt painting and 3D. For the first
time with Tulips we also find
ourselves facing work with an actor,

that is definitely not an easy thing,
and if the result is high quality it will
be above all thanks to the help of
those who have collaborated with us.

http://www.progettoantenna.com/
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The Multimedia Colours Of Micha Klein
Elena Bianchi Vairani

the year 2000 he has collaborated
with Eninem and has done animation
for swatch, coca-cola and the film
‘Around the world in eighty days‘ .
Pioneer of the vjing, Micha Klein
started to project his work at the first
Acid house parties in 1988, with the
first software dedicated to an amiga
(friend). Micha has worked in the most
prestigious clubs around the world
and has collaborated with superstar
DJs.

Micha Klein, Holland school year 1964
is considered to be one of the most
well known exhibiters of digital art
and culture of recent years, computer
graphic genius and pioneer of the
vjing, in the as we intend it today.
Graduated in 1989 at the Rietveld
Academy, Amsterdam, Micha Klein
started exhibiting in the same year his
gigantic photographic panels, that
make use of various digital techniques
and styles, in principal museums and
galleries around the world. His work
attracts attention for its bright
colours, the shiny surfaces and tells
stories of a world that revisits pop art
and culture.

.

Elena Vairani: Digital artist for the ten
past years’: what do you think about
the evolution of the digital art during
this decade?

In 1998, the Groninger Museum
honoured him with a retrospective
dedicated to his graphic production
and videos of the last ten years. Since

Micha Klein: Digital art is still in it’s
infancy, there’s technological
innovation at a tremendous speed,
creating possibilities we hardly dare
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dream of. And it will be available at
ever lower price points to enable
more an more people to become
active. Sort of democratizing the
means of production, in a sense that
artist can be empowered through this
new technology. This makes it a very
interesting field to be working in, for
as an artist you already know that
there will be new tools, and
possibilities changing the way you
work, and distribute your work,
coming up every year. We’ll see more
interactive and more Virtual Reality
projects, since especially the 3D
visualization technology moves at a
crazy speed. Art will become more
immaterial, traveling over the
networks, like digital dreams….

Elena Vairani: The final aim of the Art
has always been the research and
representation of beauty. What about
your idea of beauty? And how much
the color has to do with this ‘artificial
beauty’?
Micha Klein: What we perceive as
beautiful is often very classical, about
the right measurements, composition
and color. For me it’s fascinating to
see how these things work. To
understand it and use it to
communicate. To see where it
becomes universal, or when it is
culturally defined. Color is a major
instrument and inspiration for all my
work. You can use color to evoke
emotions, and to seduce..

8

brands and industry can be
considered the new committments, a
kind of ‘patron’ of digital arts?
Micha Klein: It can be really difficult to
work with brands and industry, but
then again, I don’t take any
assignment that I’m offered. Most of
the time these brands come to me
because they want a ‘hip’ image. So
then I can push the envelope and
‘inject’ some different content in their
identity. I also try to talk to them and
tell them they should transform their
strategy to become ‘good company’,
to be closer to their consumers and
do community projects. Give back to
the people instead of shamelessly
enriching themselves. I think in the
future companies will be judged on
that.

.

Elena Vairani: You’re considered one
of the pioneer of live vjing; in your
opinion which is the future of this art
form?
Micha Klein: It’s great to see how big
VJing has become over the years.
Really cool also to see that companies
are coming out with new equipment
to facilitate a bigger growth. We are
living in a multi-media age, so we
can’t live on music alone anymore.
Visuals will become an integral part of
electronic culture, and in the future
DJ’s will become Media Jockey’s. The
role of software based VJing is
becoming more & more important
and will eventually become standard.
We develop our own VJ software that
opens up whole new realms of
possibilities
for
the
VJ.
www.videoflux.com

For my first Coca-Cola commercial I
managed to put in a guy wearing a
Che Guevara T-shirt, a girl in a ‘Make
Love, Not War’ T-shirt (just before the
war in Iraq), and girls licking each
others faces. The commercial was
sold to 25 countries, a lot in Southand Central America too. It’s fun to
stretch the image of a company in
directions they never would imagine,
to sort of pile your own layer of
meaning on top of theirs. Also by
doing commercial assignments I can
finance my own art, and am not
dependent on government subsidies,
which gives me more freedom.

Elena Vairani: You represent also the
‘ideal contemporary artist’, I mean, an
artist that is able to join perfectly art
and business. Do you believe that the
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Micha Klein: I’m working on a new
series that is suppose to come out this
fall. I’m involved in setting up a citybeach/restaurant in the ‘hood’ of
Amsterdam. There’s quite a full
agenda of VJ performances, and we
will release our VJ software Videoflux
LIVE! this summer.

.

http://www.michaklein.com/flash/in
dex.html

Elena Vairani: What about your plans
for the future?
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All Christina Kubisch’s Ligths
Luca Bergero

The light: a daily source it is given
little or superficial attention to. What
would it happen if each one of us
stopped to observe the mutable
poetics of light? Chiristina Kubisch
managed to seize it, turn it into the
main character of many of her recent
works. A clean and minimal art, which,
with its spontaneity, manages to bring
nature within the artistic process,
making it evident to the spectator
what sometimes such evident isn’t.

The solo show of Chiristina Kubisch in
Turin is an important occasion to
approach the work of one of the
undoubted reference points in the
field of visual art connected to audio.
And silence on the corners , the solo
show of the German artist, was
housed in the e/static Gallery
(Digimag#11) from the 1st of April to
the 13th of May.
Meeting Chiristina Kubisch, during the
opening of her show, has given me
the chance to understand that, behind
her intense work of research, there is
a person who appears, at first,
extremely simple and friendly and
whose willingness to explain me her
work and whose attempt to introduce
me to the superior concepts of pure
aesthetics were an interesting
occasion for reflection.

.

Ten solar cells, outside the gallery,
catch the light. As the artist
underlines, the luminous energy,
under different forms and features, is
always present. The panels catch the
intensity of an afternoon light of a
sunny day, rarefaction in a grey day
and variability in the twilight.
Significant fluctuations going beyond
11

the division sun/clouds.

connected to electronic circuits. At
first sight, the work reminds you of a
clock which, instead of beating time
in 24 hours through 12 points, breaks
the rules dividing it only in 10 points. A
clock reflecting faithfully the passage
from day to night. But her original
idea, maybe, wasn’t this one; the
sounds of a typical grey sky of Turin,
awakes me from this mind call, short
and acute sounds, barely audible, able
to change of intensity and presence in
a sunny day.

Cells seem to ask light to reveal itself
within the gallery, to become evident
and sincere. Her skill in materialising a
natural phenomenon as simple as it is
wonderful is probably one of the most
striking aspects for the spectator.

.

The light stolen from the cells is
transferred into a series of electronic
circuits able to transform the signal,
generated externally, in an audio
signal. The possibility of controlling,
through computers, some musical
parameters able to make the final
result even more astonishing.
Chiristina Kubisch creates a
technological bridge between the
hidden phenomenal reality and the
artistic reality. A reality at times
made”cold” by an approach too much
technical and devoid of feeling.

.

A second work devoted to silence was
housed in the gallery. A series of
Plexiglas panels with white sentences
about silence arranged on an e/static
wall. The shadow is projected through
the light and thanks to the distance
between the slabs and the spotless
wall. Chiristina Kubisch’s message is
disclosed. A further confirmation of
how refinement and effectiveness
differ from complexity.

A circle: simple and with the
refinement peculiar to simplicity,
feature of her whole production. Ten
open speakers, each one of them

All works characterised by fascinating
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completeness and maturity, with a
natural ability to strike and surprise.
Chiristina Kubisch manages, once

again, to obtain a limpid art, different
from
schematisation
and
repetitiveness.
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Muv Festival, Music And Digital Arts
Sarah Nussenblatt

An anthropomorphized Florence ,
between old churches and acid
sounds, sweet hills and strident
djs/vjs in a bittersweet viewpoint,
which is in a way the niece of futurism
and the daughter of illegal parties and
loves to connect fragments of urban
places to interrupted music scales.

The second edition of Muv is coming
from 26 th May to 4 th June . This is an
experimental media art festival, a
beggaring description representation
of electronic music and innovative
visions, which was born last year in
Florence.
The main components are the audiovisual combination and an interest for
the European scene connected to the
Italian verve for the development of a
high-quality multi-sensorial project
and a unique location, the Limonaia of
Villa Strozzi in Florence . Mus has no
limits, it is not interested in imposing
trends or artists, it proposes itself as a
borderline place between art and
loisir : As a matter of fact Florence,
which hosts the festival, becomes
eye, earth, beat and pulsing artery of a
vision and notes cross-road.

.

Florence is a town well-known for
classic arts and works and for the
academic doctrine. During Muv the
town becomes an installation-town: it
watches it self from its visitors eyes.

So Florence becomes the symbol of a
change into the couple cultivated art 
popular art . The festival is realized
with the contribution of Tuscuny
region, it’s organized by the cultural
association MKN, and the promoting
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agency INTOOITIV, and it will propose
dj and vj sets and visuals and different
workshops.

The live course too will be entirely
chosen, de-structured and
fragmented, in a sort of unique cut’n
copy, a collection of electronic music,
theatre, dance, strident cybernetic
sounds and idyllic surreal videos; a
post industrial coming back to a mix
of opposite things, which are finally
managed by senses, taste and above
all by instinct .

.

“Muv is the festival of visual and
sound intermittence, an event
exploring a universe of connected
languages: visual arts and electronic
music. Different artists will
manipulate and spread sound and
images, in a soft connection where
video and music will continuously
interact creating a dynamic and
interactive live show”, This was the
presentation speech of last year’s
Muv. This year Muv  the festival of
vibration  will present international
and national artists.

.

Music players, djs and performers
won’t propose passive works, but
they’ll give the audience the
possibility to create different mental
visuals. “Let’s say stop to art admired
from afar, let’s get into it” could be the
festival slogan. Art to live, all-involving
art, art of senses.

Audio-video frames come surely from
the Bolognese Netmage. This is a
clear indication of Italy becoming
more open-minded to “minor” arts
such as digital arts, which are a
perfect and unique expression of the
current creative period.

Beyond the various dj’s and vj’s
program planned from 26 th May to 4
th June, from 22 nd April to 12 th May
is taking place Pills of Muv , a sort of
itinerant open Saturday’s . The
creators of this event set up new lives
involving theatre, performance, piano
15

and laptop, dance and electronic; this
will surely be a high-level show of
great quality.

_DDG (IT)_vj
sunday 28.05.06 (pomeriggio)
in collaborazione con CONTRORADIO
h.15.00 _Lu Mi (IT)_dj
h.17.00 _Jaka (IT)_dj
h.19.00 _Love Calò (IT)_dj
h.21.30 _Monotono (IT)_live a/v
h.22.30 _Daniel Meteo (Meteosound
rec.) (DE)_live
h.24.00 _Kun’Experience (The Club
rec.) _live (IT)

.

_Blanche (VjCentral) (IT)_vj
_Kinotek (VjCentral) (IT)_vj

Questo il programma ancora non
definitivo del festival:

monday 29.05.06

friday 26.05.06

_teatro sperimentale

h.21.30 _Wang Inc/Saguatti
(Percistencebit rec.) (IT)_live a/v
h.22.30 _Supernova (Sony-Bmg/Best
Sound rec.) (IT)_live
h.24.30 _Electric Indigo (Indigo:Inc
rec.) (A)_dj

tuesday 30.05.06
in collaborazione con MUSICUS
CONCENTUS
h.21.30 _Cassino & Laben (vincitori
Elettrowave challange 06) (IT)_live
h.22.30 _Matias Aguayo e Roccness
(Kompakt rec.) (Chile/DE)_live
h.24.00 _Fabio Pinzi aka Dash-t
(11numberecords) (IT)_dj

_Basmati (Saul Saguatti/Audrey
Coïaniz) (IT)_vj
_Virgilio (IT)_vj
saturday 27.05.06

_Humakarts (IT) _vj
_EMFK (IT)_vj

PERCISTENCEBIT rec. showcase
h.21.30 _Rolf & Fonky (IT)_live
h.22.30 _Ether (IT)_live
h.23.30 _Andy Vaz (DE)_live

wendsday 31.05.06
APNEA vs BLUECHEESE
h.21.30 _Marko (IT)_dj
h.22.30 _Shino (IT)_dj

h.01.00 _Eclat (Moodmusic rec.)
(IT)_dj
16

h.23.30 _Ivan Villa (IT)_dj
h.01.00 _Leo M (IT)_dj

(DE)_live
_Shuko (IT)_vj

_Meta2/Cool 79/Guerrero (IT)_vj
_Scatterplot (IT)_vj

sunday 04.06.06
in collaborazione con LED /
HOMEWORK festival – Bologna
h.15.00 _Deepalso (IT)_live
h.16.00 _Shaduz (IT)_live
h.17.00 _Iommi (IT)_dj
h.19.00 _Unziproject (IT)_dj

thursday 01.06.06
TITBIT rec. showcase
h.21.30 _Carola Pisaturo (IT)_dj
h.22.30 _D.A.T.A (IT)_live
NUM rec. showcase
h.23.30 _Quenum (CH)_live
h.01.00 _Lee Van Doswsky (F/CH)_dj

PERSONA rec. showcase
h.21.30 _Touane (IT)_live
h.23.00 _Stewart Walker (DE)_live
h.24.30 _Sven VT (DE)_dj

_Visuallab (IT)_vj
friday 02.06.06

_Mikkel (IT)_ vj
_Mizz Pravda (IT)_ vj

h.21.30 _Tluk (Resonant) (IT)_live
TELEGRAPH rec. showcase
h.22.30 _Choco (F)_dj
h.23.30 _Alex Petit (F)_dj
h.24.30 _Ark (F)_live

program video zone
- VENERDì 26.05.06 Milano Film
Festival – Esterni.org

_Mediamash (IT)_vj
_Noise Video (IT)_vj

- SABATO 27.05.06 Resfest, Digital
Film Festival

saturday 03.06.06

- DOMENICA 28.05.06 “One Minute
Suite” – Videominuto POP TV

h.21.30 _Istituto Europeo di Design
(IT)_audiovisual live workshop
h.22.30 _Martux e Mass (Dsp rec.)
(IT)_live

- LUNEDì 29.05.06 Selezione video –
Master Universitario in Multimedia
Content Design, in collaborazione con
RAI Radiotelevisione Italiana e
Mediateca Regionale Toscana
“Grammelotte” esercizi di testualità –
Università degli Studi di Firenze,

_Selfish (IT)_vj
DEFRAG rec. showcase
h.23.30 _Anders Ilar (S)_live
h.01.00 _Gez Varley aka G-MAN
17

Facoltà di Architettura
- MARTEDì 30.05.06 “Gramma”, un
film di Grégory Petitqueux

WORKSHOP
- VENERDì 26.05.06 “Femme Fatale”
con Electric Indigo in collaborazione
con Red Bull Homegroove

- MERCOLEDì 31.05.06 IED, Concorso
“ViedRAM”, International Videodesign
Festival

- LUNEDì / MARTEDì / MERCOLEDì
29/30/31.05.06 MidiWare Educational
e IITM, Istituto Italiano Tecnologie
applicate alla Musica, Roma
- MARTEDì / MERCOLEDì
/GIOVEDì/VENERDì 30.31.05.06
_01.06.06 IED, Istituto Europeo di
Design di Roma

- GIOVEDì 01.06.06 I.S.I.A, Istituto
Superiore Industrie Artistiche, Firenze
+ MIUR_AFAM, Ministero
dell’Istruzione, dell’Università e della
Ricerca e Direzione Generale per l’alta
formazione artistica e musicale
- VENERDì 02.06.06 “Sper” videoclip
SAE Institut, Milano + “Everything you
see is fake//174 – Fake Factory

- MERCOLEDì 31.05.06 “FlxER”, mixing
audio/video ad interfaccia web

- SABATO 03.06.06 “Venice
International Short Film Festival” –
Circuito Off

- GIOVEDì 01.06.06
“Ableton”_Software House
- VENERDì 02.06.06 “Add for
OSX”_Software Mesa

- DOMENICA 04.06.06 Concorso
“Ombre e Suoni” – Accademia delle
Belle Arti di Firenze

www.firenzemuv.com
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Viral Communication Hotbed
Claudia D'Alonzo

communication
artists
and
professionals that, taking advantage
of an individual’s/consumer’s
addiction to publicity, inoculate into
mind television advertising, pseudoevents, posters, stickering, fake sites,
underhanded viruses that replicate
themselves among the minds
provoking semantic short circuits and
derailment of the advertising content
from the straight path of produceconsume-die.

According to some scientists the word
“virus” does not indicate a living being,
but “information” contained in the
DNA/RNA with a various alignment at
some point of the genome. The virus
enters into the organism and taking
advantage of vital cycles and
nutriment it infects it, it modifies the
cellular morphology succeeding at
times to prime modifications in the
informative matrix of the host,
represented by the DNA. From some
years the macro international
advertising organism has been
suffering from a singular viral
infection that has been slowly fighting
internally in order to change of
morphogenesis and reproductive
mechanisms: cultural jamming.

Born
in
Italy
in
2003
Guerrigliamarketing.it , is an
advertising agency that uses nonconventional
communication
techniques, like the creation of
fictitious events or campaigns
reaching the limits of the legality,
through which “fuck the market in
order to enter it”, entering the media
system and taking away the
automatism communication. Among
the campaigns of the guerrillas:
Rottama il Brand (Wreck the Brand),
that promotes the appropriation of
incentives for those companies that
decide to junk their own obsolete
marketing plans; Shock and Hoax,
network of urban marketing actions
on the national territory during which
areas of various Italian cities have

The cultural jammers, cultural
saboteurs, are advertising groups,
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been swamped with alarming Military
announcements of “prohibited Limits”
and “military drills” in order to provoke
in our life of western tranquillity a
small shock and a lightning bolt of
thought towards the war in Middle
East; the creation of t-shirts Spazio
Disponibile (Available Space) in order
to make us think about the unpaid
promotion of the brands through the
clothes that we wear; the site of
Espropriproletari
(proletarian
expropriation) that ironically
promotes the actions of expropriation
of companies as a tactic to obtain
unexpected st raightening of media
antennas, ergo advertisement at zero
cost.

Claudia D’Alonzo:
how did
Guerrigliamarketing.it come about:
who are the members and after what
experience did you reach the decision
to start this project?
Andrea Natella: Guerrigliamarketing.it
was born out of a bet. Is it possible to
imagine modalities of radical
participation on the universe of
brands and at the same time present
oneself as an advertising agency? Is it
possible for the professionals of
communication not to give up their
own political ideas in carrying out
their job? Guerrigiamarketing.it is still
a bet that is up against demands of
income and the need not to betray
this projectuality.

We had the opportunity to meet and
have a chat with Andrea Natella,
founder and chairman of the project
Guerrillamarketing.it; this is what
came out .

Our backgrounds are various.
Personally, I come from experiences
of alternative transmission, from the
Luther Blissett project and an other
strange experiment called Men In
Red, a false collective of Radical
Ufologia. The other members of the
group have origins from the world of
the political militancy, art, comic
strips etc. We have always taken hand
in hand these passions with average
boring jobs, in the best hypotheses of
little
interest.
With
guerrigliamarketing.it we are trying to
get away from some kind of
schizophrenia. Objectively, however,
we are precarious workers.

.
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garage and fill up the car. We see,
however, that the petrol ends up in
bottle and not in the tank. A moment
after we see the man transform into
black-block activist and he throws a
petrol bomb. Then we see the slogan:
“Esso good for war, better for
guerrilla”. It was an attempt of
repositioning the Esso brand during
the war in Iraq to face the boycotting
that came from the no global front.

.

Claudia D’Alonzo: what are the
techniques of guerrilla that you prefer
to use?

But it is true that we don’t do many
videos. This is because we try to keep
a high profile and, nevertheless,
keeping the technical costs down,
making videos at an “advertising” level
remains expensive from a productive
point of view.

Andrea Natella: There is no preferred
technique. Each time it all depends on
the idea that must be communicated.
We enjoy ourselves more when we
play with what is false, we invent
unlikely stories and the mass media
bites.
Claudia D’Alonzo: i have noticed that
compared to historical organisations
of culture jamming, like Adbusters,
you don’t make use of television
advertising. Can you explain the
reason for this choice? How do you
think the scene of culture jamming is
changing in relation to the choice of
media
in
which
the
viral
communication is injected?

.

Claudia D’Alonzo: I would like to talk
about the birth of cultural jamming in
Italy. What are the roots of
phenomenon and what influences
have characterised its development?

Andrea Natella: Actually, at the
beginning we made a false ad for
Esso. There is a couple that is coming
back from a party in a car, they stop a

Andrea Natella: we can say that
cultural jamming has always existed .
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In a certain sense also the futurists did
cultural jamming. More correctly I
would identify the metropolitan
Indians and the experience of the
magazine Il Male as more direct
premonitory group of the CJ today. I
think that the true impulse, however,
came from the experience of
Cyberpunk that represented a new
position within the mainstream
media.

compared to the United States?
Andrea Natella: More than anything
else there are various inheritances.
The European Cj tends to be more
political. There is always a deeper
consideration than is expressed in the
United States. I would say although
the label is American the European Cjs
are more mature, they are not simply
interested in raising a problematic
question and each time they try to
give an open reading which always
remains complex. It sometimes seems
to me that the American Cj stretches
simplification to the maximum, this in
some way facilitates the result but
weakens the content: it is tinned more
easily.

Claudia D’Alonzo: Speaking about
psicogeomarketing, are there any
general differences between the
feasible strategies of guerrilla in Italy
compare to those put into practice in
other countries, for example
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of post-fordist Capitalism. A unit to
which, however, no economical
counterpart is recognized.
Claudia D’Alonzo: You are an
advertising agency and as such
realized similar campaigns on a
commission basis. Do you give
yourselves ethical limits regarding the
jobs you accept?
.

Andrea Natella: We will never make
publicity for companies that produce
weapons, furs or for any military
forces or police forces. Having said
this, our ethical limit is empiricist. Are
we able to say something interesting
with a campaign? If we accept the
assignment, otherwise we try to
refuse it.

Claudia D’Alonzo: Among the
techniques of communication used,
how much has it mutated from the
tactics of commercial marketing and
how much from the contra-culture,
from street the cultures, like for
example stickering, the horizontal
word of mouth of the mailing-list…?
Andrea Natella: Innovation is always
born out of conflict. If there is no
conflict there is no development. For
this reason the street is the territory
where innovation is consumed.
Marketing is always subordinate from
the point of view of innovation;
otherwise you would not be able to
explain the necessity to hire cool
hunters, the really true strike-breakers
of stylistic innovation. What we try to
do is to increase the awareness that
true value is produced by the
consumers. Marketing has an
exclusively managerial ability to put
value into this innovation. The true
problem is that street cultures are the
true research and development units

.

Claudia D’Alonzo: Let’s speak about
proletarian expropriation. How did
this come about and what is the
concept of this campaign? Is it a type
of “historical” action of the antagonist
movement;
through
which
communicative strategies have you
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reinvented it?

do anything, also on the border of
illegality. We tried to confuse these
borders. After that it is not always
necessary that decode is linear. When
we see a work of art by Duchamp we
are not trying to find the one and only
meaning. Works of art open worlds
and this is one of the aspects of the
things that we want to do, without
necessarily being confined to the
world of art.

Andrea Natella: Espropriprolatari
(proletarian expropriation) was born
out of ascertainment. To endure
expropriation in the society of show
business is objectively an advantage
for he who endures it. Objectively it
would be an advantage also for he
who realizes it if issues of the legal
type did not arise. We wondered
about this labile legal border, for
example the issue of how legality can
at the same time transform an illegal
action into a value and an action that
creates value in something illegal.
Claudia D’Alonzo: You certainly
expected the controversies that arose
in the public opinion after some
proletarian expropriations, but do you
not think that for actions of this kind
there is a risk of not reaching the
people, not succeeding in
communicating the message one
wishes to communicate, but to
provoke a closure in the average
Italian, who is immediately ready to
label you?

.

Claudia D’Alonzo: do you think that
guerrilla techniques risk being, at
times, reabsorbed by the advertisng
trade? Think for example about the
Diesel Wall, about football
championships on the Nike roof… are
you running the risk of being ripped
off by the market again?

Andrea Natella: When the Corriere
della sera (national Italian newspaper)
titled with: “We offer an expropriation,
it is worth more than an advert” a
communicative short circuit was
created. With this operation, we
exposed ourselves as an advertising
agency. We made people think that in
order to sell a company it is ready to

Andrea Natella: There is an issue that
every culture jammer should ask
themselves when they think about an
action: is it aversive, radical and
innovative enough? Would it be even
if it were “sponsored”? If the answer
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to this second question is no, then the
answer to the first question is
probably negative, too. If an action is
radical enough it would be even if it
had a sponsor. For this reason truly

radical actions find it hard to
sponsors.

http://www.guerrigliamarketing.it/
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Stalder: The Future Of Digital Communities
Tatiana Bazzichelli

New standards for social networking
are now popular, as they seems to be
the new mania for a lot of web
surfers. From the most commercial
like Friendster and Myspace, that
create a community of friends of
friends, compiling a form and entering
into the game with a home and a
contact list, to laboratories like FOAF,
Friend of a friend project, which main
idea is searching new standards to the
online customisation of each
communities.

It was almost 10 years ago, when in
1994 Pierre Levy wrote “the collective
intelligence”. Maybe it was a too
positive vision of what was going to
be the digital, but that book
developed a lot of scenary, from the
idea of a virtual community to a
ciberspace made of related minds.

Foaf a matic is an easy javascript that
allow the user to create a description
of himself and his community in Foaf,
using XML and RDF. Infos like name,
e-mail, anche name and e-mail of
friends, allow spider, that analyze
online descriptions, to connect
communities, bringing interesting
development to creations of digital
communities.

These were the days of the first
theories on online communities, that
years later saw lot of people using
computers and modem to connect to
BBS, the first idea of horizontal
network. Many things changes, from
BBS to mailing lists and then the first
weblog. Nettime, Rhizome, Syndicate,
Faces, Spectre follow the history of
net culture, and also nowadays they
are very important for people who
want to stay tune on the development
of the international media art. But
research is still going on.
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where informational and physical
contacts co-exist and require each
other. I think there are a lot of smaller
projects and personal friendships that
have grown out of nettime as a
community, but they are a bit more
selective, or private in nature.

.

To analyze the present of digital
communities and new development
of social networking, we met Felix
Stalder, moderator of Nettime,
international mailing list about net
culture. Felix Stalder lives between
Zurig, where he is a member of the
Department of new media in he
Academy of Art and Design, Wien,
where he is an independent
researcher and Toronto , where in the
2000 create together with Jesse
Hirsch the project Open Flows
Networks Ltd. (http://openflows.org),
focused on open source as a social
principle. A topic which is another
interesting object of research into the
world of digital communities.

As a whole, I don’t think nettime is
much of a community. It’s more a
commons, a resource that is jointly
maintained. This is perhaps a more
limited concept in terms of the
density of the social interaction, but I
doubt that you can create a
community by email only. In the early
years of nettime, the community
character was related to its relatively
‘clubby’ social basis, where people
knew each other from festivals, and
other meeting places. The list was
very homogeneous. While there was a
lot of talk about diversity, its practice
was much more exclusive than it is
now.

Tatiana Bazzichelli: You have been
co-moderating the Nettime mailing
list for the last couple of years. Do you
think that since the 1990s things have
changed in digital communities? What
are the conditions of collaborative
networking today?

Now, with 3500 people on the list, this
is no longer the case, and the idea of
holding another nettime meeting, has
not been proposed in a long time.

Felix Stalder: I think the entire
concept of “digital community”, as
something that is distinct from other
forms of community, has lost of much
its currency, similar to the concept of
cyberspace, as a space that is distinct
from physical space.

After all, how much do you have in
common with a group of people who
spends like you an hour or two
reading, and occasionally writing for
nettime?
This
is
not
a
pessimistic
characterization, but in 10 years, we all
learned what email can do and what it

It has been replaced by a much more
mixed understanding of community,
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cannot. The general conditions of
collaboration, on the other hand, have
improved, it seems to be. There has
been a tremendous collective, or
perhaps better, connective learning
curve, on how to use new
technologies for collaborative
purposes, what some of the norms are
that are conducive to collaboration
(such as Open Content Licenses). But
from my particular point of view, it
seems like the aim of these
collaborations are bit more focused
on practical issues, and the
community part is a bit more residual,
or, it is generally understood that you
need much more for community that
collaboration.

responsibility?
Felix Stalder: In the case of nettime,
we decided to spin-off the
announcements into their own list,, in
order to prevent them to dominate
the discursive space. It seems to have
worked quite well. Nettime functions
still as a place where people write
significant original content. But,
besides, I think it’s nothing bad when
people post work that has been
produced elsewhere, because what
they do is they enter it into the
commons, that is maintained in the
heads and on the hard disks of the
subscribers, and in a couple of online
archives. It becomes only problematic
when the list starts to feel like a
dumping ground, but that’s a question
of moderation and preventing people
to post their half-baked term papers.
But, for nettime, this has not been a
problem.

.

More generally, I don’t think interest
or social responsibility has declined. In
the mid 1990s, there where very few
forums where people could talk
intelligently about ‘networked

Tatiana Bazzichelli: It seems that, in
the last few years, people on the
mailing lists are more interested in
posting ready-made works or
announcing their initiatives rather
than engaging in deep discussions. Do
you think the interest has declined,
and less people assume social

cultures’. Now, every university has its
own new media department. There
was a very brief moment of
‘convergence’ where a lot of people
had no place in the existing
intellectual institutions and they
began to build their own contexts.
Now, we witness a kind of respecialization, where some people
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have been swallowed up by
institutions, others are active in more
specialised, practical contexts (say,
indymedia).

feels very different, not always better,
though, to read discussion lists when
you are trying to get your machine
working, than to read a manual.

Nettime is one of the few places that
has survived as a pure discursive
space that is neither productionoriented, or institutionally anchored.
That is, as far as I can see, very
unusual.

Even if you do not interact yourself,
you are still relying on the interaction
of other people in very transparent
ways. This makes it clear that the
development of this resource, be it
software, or text like wikipedia, is a
communal effort. For this effort to
work, it needs a certain social and
technical infrastructure, just like
commercial production needs the
firm as its organizational base.
In other words, ‘communities’ are the
social basis of open source
production, in software and beyond.
Though I presume that it varies from
participant to participant how
‘communal’ this feels. For example,
there are Linux-user groups that meet
in person locally. Some people like it,
because being a Linux-user is a
important part of their identity, others
hate it, because they realise that
having common technical interests is
not enough for them to associate in a

.

Tatiana Bazzichelli: What role do
communities and weblogs play in the
emergence of the “digital commons”?
More specifically, which role do digital
communities play in encouraging the
use of free technologies and software,
i.e. Linux OS and other programs
developed in its spirit?

more general way. I think the fact that
people, individually, can determine
very precisely, how much community
they want from a commons-centered
group, is a important aspect why so
many people can, indeed, collaborate.
For some, it’s just a one hour/week
thing they do, for others, it’s the
center of their life.

Felix Stalder: I think that commonsbased information feels necessarily
social, in the sense that its clearly
developed by peers (rather than an
anonymous corporation) and that in
most cases, one is dependent on
some of these people to fully use it. It
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supporting social networks, but in
hoarding personal data. This does not
apply to FOAF, which really is only a
meta-data specification. It’s not an
application but tries to establish a
new standard for annotation and
syndication.
That said, I think the ability to visualize
relationships in virtual communities
can be very interesting, in as much as
it helps the community to become
more aware of its own structure,
dynamics and blind spots. So, the
critical question is less if we have
privacy or not, but what are
conditions under which we become
known to others. Who defines the
categories that I can choose from to
represent myself? Who defines the
rules according to which we can
engage with one another? For
example, in 2003, Friendster kicked
out a number of people who were not
interested in ‘serious networking’ but
rather engaged in role-playing
[
http://archive.salon.com/tech/featur
e/2003/08/14/fakesters/ ].

.

Tatiana Bazzichelli: Do you think
social networks can make it easier to
manage – and enjoy – digital
communities? Do they manifest some
new potential or do you think they are
just a new way of invading people’s
privacy?
Felix Stalder: Personally, I don’t like
services such as Friendster because
they have a tendency to consider
relationships only as ‘social capital’,
which I find very limiting. With an eye
to marketing, it’s quite obvious why
commercial providers (Google,
Yahoo!, etc) have a strong interest in
these applications. It’s a dream come
true, market segments that identify
themselves. When you can combine
that data with the data from a
blogging community, it’s even better.
These services also tend to create
gated communities, since the
protocols and databases are not open,
so you cannot link from one service to
another. This already indicates that
they are not really interested in

Generally, I think tools that can help to
create context around online social
interaction are interesting and
positive, but to implement them in a
way that can deal with the richness of
such context is very difficult. The
same, though, could be said of dating
sites, and they are hugely popular.
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prototyping and artistic experiments,
an area in which I think they do very
interesting stuff.

Articoli:
Edd Dumbill “XML Watch: Finding
friends with XML and RDF” in
IBM.com:
http://www-106.ibm.com/developer
works/xml/library/x-foaf.html

.

Tatiana Bazzichelli: Speaking about
Telestreet Italian Communities, you
wrote last year about some activists in
Zurich who adapt and extend the
Telestreet model through a local TV
and a digital video archive. Could you
tell us something about this
phenomenon in Switzerland?

Ben Hammersley “Click to the clique”
in Guardian Unlimeted Network:
http://www.guardian.co.uk/online/st
ory/0,3605,870848,00.html
Liz Turner, ” Mapping distributed
communities using SVG”, sito web
personale:
http://liz.xtdnet.nl/MappingDistribut
edCommunities.html

Felix Stalder: I wouldn’t call it a
phenomenon in Switzerland, but in
Zurich there is a group of people who
is deeply influenced by the Italian
Telestreet experiments as a way to
connect their political, social and
artistic interests. They have done
some very interesting work, such as
connecting
micro-broadcasting
[
http://snm-hgkz.ch/SNMHome/diplo
m00/diplomSL.htm] to p2p file
sharing [http://copyfight.ath.cx/]. But
in the absence of larger social
movements, their work is mainly

http://felix.openflows.org
www.foaf-project.org
www.friendster.com
www.myspace.com
www.ecademy.com
www.linkedin.com
www.ryze.com
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The Ethics Of Emerging Technology
Gigi Ghezzi

last example, how high the risk is. We
are always on the edge of the
eugenetic barometer, of the
interruption of human evolution
through the huge acceleration of the
same; we risk the diffusion of
technology that might well create a
generation of super-humans,
technologically enhanced, able to
dominate the weaker part of the
world’s population that can’t afford
such technology. With an elevated
threat level for pacific cohabitation
since such superiority would involve
the physical presence of individuals,
an element that often appears before
wartime collision.

From May 26 th to May 28 th 2006, at
the Stanford University Law School a
conference will be held, entitled
“Human Enhancement Technologies
and Human Rights”
Human enhancement technology
involves neural studies for the
overcoming of paralysis and brain
lesions;
Nan
technological
applications for the cure of genetic,
cardiac, viral, illnesses, up to the
increasing of normal sensory
capabilities, such as hearing, sight and
smell through implanting bio-digital
circuits inside the organism; such
technology also includes the eternal
human dream of lengthening human
life ( life extension ) and the most well
known biotechnological interventions
on the birth of living beings.

.

The
Human
Enhancement
Technologies and Human Rights
conference constitutes an attempt to
activate the discussion among

One understands above all from the
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humanists, “liberal cognitivists”,
“bodily autonomy”, “activists and
bioethical legislation experts”. The
purpose is that of putting to the test
the language of human rights that can
and must face the fears and the hopes
that the new technological challenges
generate.

texts and works of trans-humanist
thinkers and scientists and proposes
discussions on the social and political
consequences of such applications
through ethical and legislative
instances.

The committee organiser boasts
eminent names of jurisprudence
interested in biotechnology (Henry
Greely J.D., law professor and director
of the Stanford Centre for Law and
the Biosciences), from applied
linguistics to scientific discourse (Dale
Carrico, of the Department of
Rhetoric of the University of California
at Berkeley), of ethics and cognitive
liberty (Richard Glen Boire J.D., codirector and legal consultant for the
Centre for Cognitive Liberty & Ethics)
and of experts in futuristic studies
(Nick Bostrom, famous director of the
Future of Humanity Institute and Ph.
Doctor at the Department of
Philosophy at Oxford University).
However, the main contribution is
from the Institute for Ethics and
Emergine Technologies (IEET,
http://ieet.org/ ), thanks to the
executive director James J. Huges and
its founder, previously mentioned,
Nick Bostrom. The IEET is a no-profit
organisation that intends to promote
“the ethical use of technology that
have the objective of expanding
natural human capabilities”: in
practice it examines and presents

.

The program of the convention is well
nourished and goes from more
specific thematic sections such as the
legitimate use of psicotrope
substances for the enhancement of
intellectual performance, the relative
theological disquisitions to the
perspectives of life extension,
feminism and procreative freedom
through germinating technologies, up
to topics with strong bio-political
characteristics, as for example the
search of fairness between
technology and the state of power,
the study of the aspects that involve
the passage from human rights to
those of the person (involving the
main topic that deals with the
freedom of choice regarding ones
own life through the use of life
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extension technologies), or the
defence or the opening of ones own
identity through the use of
“spersonalisation” – that for the
moment are only occasions of
speculation and not of realization 
such as the uploading of ones own
celebrate map inside of the large data
banks or the famous technology of
cloning.

With biotechnologies we find
ourselves, however, facing a
fundamental problem of information:
since they are technologies that can
influence life itself and therefore on
the main foundation of our existence,
the same concept of black box could
not only turn out to be non ethical or
on the contrary to be the principle of
the freedom of information, but to the
inalienable right of survival of the
individuals. At the same time, the
publication of bioethical knowledge
could
stimulate
clandestine
experimentations of bio-weapons.
Such a dilemma has been synthesised
with greater cognition of cause by
Jason Pontin, publisher of the
Technology Review, in the article “The
Loss of Biological Innocence
http://www.technologyreview.com/r
ead_article.aspx?id=16437&ch=biotec
h.

The convention orbits around one of
the key concepts of the sociology of
science, that is the “black box”. In
many ways approximate, we can
assert that the term of “black box” is
applied to that scientific knowledge
that cannot be opened for various
reasons. The first one is that such
knowledge could be used for war
purposes or, anyway, counterproductive research purposes and
secondly because, turning out
incomprehensible, they could
generate phenomena of opposition
and misunderstanding in the public
opinion.

The possibility of maintaining this
dilemma loaded with meaning and at
the same time to face the future
development that enhancement
technologies will offer to us, is given
to us by the ability to delineate future
evolutionary scenes, as Mike Treder
has tried in From Heaven to
Doomsday : Seven Future Scenarios
http://ieet.org/index.php/IEET/more
/treder20060218/, next publication in
Future
Brief
http://www.futurebrief.com/ . The
seven scenarios ( Stagnation, Slow
Growth, Extinction, Enslavement,

.
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Status Quo, Uplift, and Nirvana ) are
only sketches and go from the risk of
human extinction to its quantum
evolutionary jump, which means an
enormous
and
generalised
improvement of the living conditions
of humanity, attributable to the posthuman condition that foresees the full
integration of technology in the
human and the overcoming of the
organic and the non organic barrier
between them.

many of our political and social
conceptual categories like
progressism and conservativism,
democracy or tyranny in the future
will have to be more and more
integrated and re-discussed with the
prefixes tecno- and bio-… what can
stand out, as for example, bioprogressism compared to bioconservatorism?.

Valid as a temporary conclusion, and
stimulus for future discussion, that

http://ieet.org/index.php/IEET/HETH
R
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Which Culture?
Luigi Pagliarini

make-up and clothing- in a word, of
the character- of one of his many
patients.
Reading the patient’s descriptionsent to see him by his parents after
they found steroids and marijuana in
his bedroom- I must say everything
looked very familiar to me. This, from
one side because certain modalities”outfitted in a faded T-shirt
emblazoned with the words Sunset
Strip ” have a strong component of
the 60′s/70′s (that is to say my entire
adolescence), from the other side
because the artistic director of a bar
such as Ecoteca, with a strong
tendency to the modern and to all
forms of modernity, have some
expressive forms under his eyes all
day long. Yet, to say the truth, there is
something else.

In an editorial on teenagers, published
on the New York Times of November
2005, the colleague analyst Keith
Ablow denounces the status of the
widespread mental distress among
teenagers. He talks exactly of “a
profound detachment from self”, of a
society which has drifted free from
reality and is creating adolescents
who are at most participant-observers
in their own life, with little genuine
emotion  like actors playing
themselves. “

From one side, the physical aspect
which certainly does not belong to my
adolescent background, “He was tall
and muscular, with tousled, dirty
blond hair”. From the other side, the
language, which does not exactly
belong to beat generation but, rather,
to bit generation:

In support of this hypothesis – which
whether realistic is of a spectral
gravity (we refer to Occidental society
of course)  he reports the description
of the language, attitudes ,
expressions and postures, hairstyle,
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become not only of simple access, but
ethically and morally well tolerated
too.
In other words, probably there is a
problem: the progressive detachment
of young people from reality. Then, he
has an idea of its origins (from which, I
presume, he moves to eradicate the
problem itself, in the future):
psychiatry, which has caused (or, at
least, helped) a certain use in the
therapeutic phase of psychoactive
chemical substances which, by
consequence, has been -and iswidespread within society and is
identifiable by the indiscriminate use
of drugs (because they should be
named this way).

.

Analyst : “So, tell me what’s going on”.
Patient : “I’m in a serious jam, man”. –
He didn’t look upset about it.  “I think
I need rehab to get my life back. You
know?” Analyst : “What have you
lost?”. Patient : “Got two weeks?”.
Analyst :”I’ listening”. Patient :” I don’t
know if I ought to head to rehab or
really go deep into analysis with you
or what. Or maybe we just go the
Prozac route”. Analyst : “You think
you’re depressed?”. Patient : “Hard to
say”.
Ablow closes his reportage drawing
up an aetiological hypothesis of which
-according to him- is the state of
psychology of Occidental society and
he makes it with a precise attack to
psychiatry. According to him,
psychiatry is the main cause at the
origin of the existential malaise
affecting young people, even for its
implicit responsibility for building a
social model according to which the
use and the consumption of
psychoactive medications has

.

Now, stating beforehand that I agree
with his diagnosis, that I believe the
stupefacient phenomena is not alien
to all this and that- as a psychologist –
I am used to fight the cancer of the
extra power of traditional medicine –
I am partly persuaded psychiatry has
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got up into all kinds of mischief (and is
still doing it) never favouring, nor even
respecting, the emotionality of the
human being and of his mind (and
speaking of electro culture, let me
mention for instance electroshock!), I
get to the point declaring that
Ablow’s aetiological analysis does not
convince me at all.

my hypothesis, the aetiological
attention shifts inevitably elsewhere,
where we find the cognitive,
emotional and more properly
psychological aspects; the aspects
dictated by the simplest mental
mechanisms peculiar to the human
mind such as imitation, association
and identification.

On the contrary, I believe Ablow
answers to a possible theoretical
mistake building, as he is a good
psychiatrist, an other one with
opposite sense but with a
symmetrically harmful direction. In

By consequence, behind certain
dynamics of the modern thought I
find a big part of the dynamics of the
“Hit and Run” games such as Doom,
Lara Croft and Tomb Raider. All doped
characters, for sure, but not in a
psychoactive way!
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Beware! I don’t want to attack DJs or
VJs or certain gaming components
peculiar to modern electro and digital
culture which, vice versa, I find
interesting and, sometimes, extremely
refined, as well as strictly necessary to
complete the disciplinary panorama
shrouding this reality which is -and
must be- complex and complete.
.

I find sentences like “Got two weeks ”,
“or maybe we just go the route” and
“ to get my life back ” tangibly typical
of video games. In short, I find many
analogies with electro culture and in
particular, with digital. The
detachment produced by play station,
the “Sunset Strip” of Rave which
involves ecstasy and much more, but
which is a visual and musical model
too in my opinion- are irremediably
present.

.

On the contrary, mine is an explicit
reference to the intellectual,
philosophical, moral, social and
human inconsistency of some
organisations which like to define
themselves artistic but which, more
often, have little to do with the
nobility of the word art, and which,
vice versa, just take care of their
economic and commercial interests. I
just want to suggest you to reflect on
the possible values expressed by
some manifestations, festivals and
shows, on the sense of the artistic
research which, unfortunately, is more
and more neglected. I want to
encourage people to dissociate

And, maybe inevitably, I find in them
some artistic responsibilities, al least,
of a large slice of “our” universe of art
and of all those characters (artists),
institutions and manifestations living
electronic and digital culture with
grotesque superficiality ( or with
dreadful cynicism?) and which make
of this, rather then an instrument for
the progress, a business without
double senses and, by consequence, a
regression weapon intended for the
most defenceless, ingenuous and
weakest souls and minds.
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themselves from vulgar and
superficial definitions of art.

which, the more those disciplines
become famous and required by
wider targets of public, the more it
grows! In other words, I just want you
to reflect on possible artistic, civil and
social responsibilities, which, whether
you like it or not, invest all of us,
“artists” of the new world.

It is just a request, addressed with
particular energy to all critics and
sector operators, for a strong solidly
feeling in an attempt to contrast the ”
pollution ” that is reaching the artistic
panorama of electronics; poisoning
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Daniel Rozin, Mirror Of The Soul
Marco Mancuso

works by Daniel Rozin born during
deep studies and a ten-year
experience on how PC technologies
are able to answer differently to the
spectator point of view, physically
involved with an active role and part
of Rozin’s installations. Artist and
researcher able to create his own
mathematic expression codes,
reluctant to the use of software
introduced in a massive way on the
market, Rozin has produced during a
long carrier tons of works and
interactive installations/mirrors, not
necessarilyfocused on an evident
manifestation of technology, but
ruled by a hidden dialogue between
physical material, recycled material,
everyday material and computer
exactly.

Daniel Rozin is an artist and teacher of
new technologies applied to
interactive arts. Personally one of the
most original international author, one
of the few able to exalt the concept of
interactivity with his works and
personalize the connections between
artist, work and spectator.
We were talking about his works.
Works that are the results of years
spent in the research and direct
application of software and in
studying the potential of new
technologies. Works that focalize on
the concept of “mirror” with admirable
perseverance. That means the direct
and formal translation of the everyday
interactivity that an object as the
mirror is able to create with everyone
that stares at it.

.

The originality and simplicity of all the

Frankly there are just a few works
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such as Mechanical Mirrors in the
world of interactive design. From
chromatic Shiny Balls Mirror able to
physically reproduce the concept of
pixel of an hexagonal matrix using
900 metallic pipes with chromatic
spheres perfectly enamelled and
reflecting, to the couple Trash Mirror
and Wooden Mirror , created with 500
pieces of every shape and dimension
(of trash in the first case and wood in
the second one) connected to
monitors and positioned each time
from a computer, so that they can
perfectly reflect anyone who stands in
front of it.

.

It’s maybe in the Glass Mirror series
that Daniel Rozin ends his route,
going back to the true nature of the
“mirror” concept, interactive and
reflecting element because of its own
optical properties. Self Centered
Mirror is able to follow the spectator
and multiplying its image on 34
mirrors at the same time, eliminating
anyone else nearby and stimulating
the narcissist inside us. Otherwise
Broken Red Mirror exalts the sense of
frustration in seeing our reflected
image with the well-known professor
Red Burns , founder of
Interactive
Telecommunications Program
at New
York University (NYU) , moreover in
front of a mirror in smithereens!!!

Not inferior the Proxxi Mirror series,
developed with a software made by
Rozin himself, that reproduce on
digital printed matter the well-known
dynamic of double image that you can
see from different distances from the
print. Analogously, Software Mirrors
series is able to mirror the image of
people who stand in front of a microcamera, modifying features and
activating soft translations in function
of a free interpretation of the
computer (and the software, always
rigorously owner).

Daniel Rozin installations are real
mirror of souls, of the artist and the
spectators, thanks to a wise use of the
optical illusion techniques, to the
neural sciences at the base of the
retinal perception of our eyes, to the
technologies and the most varied
materials. Mirrors able not only to
reflect, but also immerge anyone in a
next-futurist
dimension
of
coexistence and co penetration
between real world and virtual world.
On condition that always in a gentle,
gradual and conscious way.
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has the ability to display for a
multitude of viewers a unique
reflection, in effect no two people
looking into a mirror will ever see the
same image even if they are viewing
together. This unique behavior of
simple optics, is something that even
high technology and computers
cannot emulate because of its infinite
complexity, and yet a polished piece
of tin or a charcoal-covered glass can
achieve this result easily.

.

Mk: Daniel, I’d like to start asking you
wich is the concept at the roots of
your use of mirrors, the theorical
thought beside your works and
projects

For the past 10 years I have been
creating interactive digital art and
found the mirror, as an object and
paradigm, an excellent platform of
expression. Initially unaware, and
lately more deliberately, I have
created a number of pieces which are
in one way or another -mirrors.

Daniel Rozin: One of man’s earliest
technological inventions, mirrors have
been loaded with meaning and myth
from the beginning. Mirrors have
often been thought as objects of evil
and many superstitions are linked to
them. Sometimes overlooked in the
search for important technological
developments, I believe that no other
invention has had a more significant
impact on the way people perceive
the world around them, and more
importantly the way they perceive
themselves. Mirrors have the ability to
let us observe ourselves in the same
manner we observe others, this is in
complete contrast to the way we
experience our being internally, which
is a highly subjective process. In spite
of its simplicity, a mirror is a
profoundly complex object, a mirror

.

Mk: Your work uses physical material
in contact with computers and
electronic instruments. Why is It so
important to you to unite technology
to everyday experience with
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something material, as in your
Mechanical Mirrors series?

pixels and visual elements in almost
everything I see, it is truly a habit that
you acquire. I already have ideal for
many more such installations the
tricky part is how to transform these
ideas into mechanical/ electronic
devices. The sound that these pieces
produce is not something that I
designed or even intended, it was
rather, a pleasant surprise. I was
somewhat afraid what the sound of
900 little motors would be like, but it
turns out that almost any sound that
is tightly linked to an image and more
so to ones movement is a very
soothing experience.

Daniel Rozin: The final goal of any art
piece is to touch people, to connect
with them. In order to achieve such
connection one must establish a
common language and vocabulary.
The physical world that surrounds us
is the most unifying language that we
have. We all spend our entire lives in
the physical world and have an
amazing intuition regarding its
behavior, this is a type of intuition that
I believe we will never have with the
digital or virtual. Combining the
physical with the digital or
computational allows us to take the
best of both worlds, on one hand to
tap into this collective intuition and on
the other, to take advantage of the
flexibility of computation.
Mk: All of your mechanical mirrors
have video cameras and engines
controlled by computers, and they
produce sounds at the moment when
the observer interact with them.
Moreover, all of them work on the
concept of contrast between light and

.

dark patterns (Shiny Balls Mirror and
Circle Mirror most of all). How did you
discover this process and how did you
work to translate it into computer
interaction design ambit?

Mk: The Proxxi Prints series seems to
base on processes related to the
retinal perception of the human eyes.
Can you explain how they exactly
work and which are the technologies
at their roots?

Daniel Rozin: Once you start seeing
patterns of light and dark in the world
it is very hard to stop… I now see

Daniel Rozin: The term coined for this
technique is “Proxxi” It comes from
the word proximity. These prints have
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the ability to display tow sets of
information, one that is observed
from a great distance and one that
can be seen from close-by . This is
achieved by applying a computer
application that uses an algorithm
that I developed and patented. The
process relies on the way our brain
and eyes perceive the world, from a
distance our vision and brain are not
that interested in details but in large
events, on the other hand from
nearby our brain clings to detail and
ignores color information. The thing I
find interesting about this is that
these prints ae simple pieces of paper
but they are still interactive and
change for each observer.

Daniel Rozin: My main interest in my
art is to explore the way we view the
world and create images in our mind
and to explore interactivity, The way
we observe ourselves in a mirror is
something very personal and it is
something that we all understand and
have a huge intuition and emotional
base. This established base allows me
to play on these assumptions and
bring forwards different concepts
which stand out as a kind of dissonant
when the simple mirror object
somehow takes on a different
behavior than the one we have grown
to expect. Thoughts about narcism
and vanity come to mind when
standing in front of the “Self Centered
Mirror” . And the notion of point of
view and the idea of “special” comes
to mind when viewing “Broken Red
Mirror”.

.

Mk: In the Glass Mirror series you play
with the optical illusion concept, in
the sense that is something that does
not reflect reality, but it is based on
the intrinsic properties of the mirrors
and not emulating their behaviour
with other materials. How did you
decide to work also in this direction?

.

Mk: What can you say about Software
Mirrors? In these works you seem
interested to the physical nature of
the pixel, that are normally conceived
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as the minimal matrix of digital
instrument as the monitor or graphic
instruments. How do these mirrors
work?

piece (and design is a good word
because I treat each project as a
design project) I will usually
compromise on all aspects of it in
order to get the interaction right. For
a digital piece, the interaction os the
connection to the viewer, who is in
my pieces, the most important part of
the work. I see interactive art as a
partnership between myself and the
end viewer, together we create the
piece , and it is different for each
viewer.

Daniel Rozin: We all use digital
images, we use them to send, archive,
manipulate and view “real images” .
But this is almost always a means to
an end, we are interested in a real
image, and use the digital image as a
functional way to achieve these goals.
I have become interested in the digital
image itself, in its inhabitants, the
pixels. I am trying to investigate with
these pieces, the “emotions” and
special characteristics of the digital
image. In the same time I am also
investigating the way we make
images in our eyes and brain; What
amount of information is required to
make an image? How much can you
subtract from an image until it loses
its meaning? , can you divide between
the color information of an image and
its geometry? Technically all the
Software mirror are simply a
computer connected to a video
camera and a display , they al run my
software that creates some kind of
manipulation of the image coming
from the video camera.

.

Mk: You said: “The majority of what
happens in the new media are and
interaction design depends on the
development of new technologies
that designers have the use of. The
problem to this approach is that the
direction followed by the design is
defined by technologies offered by
developers without really considering
its impact on design. My mission is to
overturn this flow”. Do you still think
this approach is important in front of
the incredible potentialities offered by

Mk: What is it the interaction to you?
How do you insert these design
elements in your works?
Daniel Rozin: Interaction is the core
of what I do. When I design a new
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hardware and software more and
more present on the market?

during the last 10 years? Which are the
principal differences with your first
works and the ones from 2005-2006?

Daniel Rozin: Yes. This will always be
true, and has been true in the past. If
you look at scientific or technological
advancements that have been used
by artist you will see that they have
been initiated by artists, not scientists.
Computer companies and scientific
researchers are constantly looking to
enhance the performance and
capabilities of their developments,
but the things that they are interested
in , are not necessarily those that the
artists are looking for. Concepts such
as aesthetics, simplicity and beauty,
will never be on the agenda of
engineers, so it is up to the artists to
become
proficient
in
the
development of the tools they use
and push them to the right direction.

Daniel Rozin: Having doing this for 10
years now, I find that I have narrowed
the scope of my artistic investigation
and i have become somewhat of an
expert in doing the pieces that I make.
This is not something bless, but as you
do something you become better in it,
and you stop questioning some
elements. I try to delay this process as
much as possible, but i also have to be
professional in what I do. On the other
hand, having defined the area in
which i am working, allows me to
investigate things to a greater depth ,
which may produce some more
insightful pieces.

http://www.smoothware.com/danny
/

Mk: In short, how did your work and
your approach to design change
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Ctia, Wireless 2006: Fashion In Motion
Simona Brusa

The American Sin City was the ideal
scenery for “Fashion in Motion”, the
haute couture catwalk for portable
and wearable technologies, that is
one of the most important event of
the Wireless, and not only because of
the gorgeous models.
Samsung, Motorola, Nokia and Bang
and Olufsen open with the last
mobile, followed by Microvision and
MicroOptical headset. But the best
was yet to come, with designers and
firms working on the strangest
scenery, creating a fluid relations with
body.

CTIA is an international association of
firm interested in wireless technology.
Every year, the association hosts the
most important event in the world of
tecnology: CTIA Wireless, this year set
in Las Vegas .
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wireless connection. Hemera
Electronic Handbag is a messenger
bag, with a slim display interacting
with mobile or pda.
A more interesting object is Synapse,
created by David Salonen, a vertebral
wireless object, to be worn around
the neck and head, controlled by
clicking the sensors placed at the ears.
Wireless wearable telephone, creted
by Jesus Felipe, has a wonderful
design, close to a magic stick.

.

A multisensorial approach was
recognizable in the ideas of Inclosia,
that using a overmolding process, mix
plastic with real wood, leather texture,
offering ot the modern technologies
aptic sensations. Jenny Tillotson
(University of the Arts London) include
a new wearable to her collection,
Butterfly Perfume, a gold and ruby
necklace with sensors, changing
essence depending on the mood of
who is wearing it.

.

Considering “Smart Clothes and
Accessories”, the desire of
communication has different
declinations, Buddy (by Brusa Pasqué,
Chon and Simonetti) is an interactive
backpack, created for urban trekking,
able to give a new perspective to the
journey diary. A fish eye effect
photograph automatically and send
them to a blog., while there is a

Organized in a very professional way,
Fashion in Motion represent the
prototype for future exposition that
want to show creativity applied to
clothes and wearable objects.

http://ecoustics-cnet.com.com/1606
-2_3-6058580.html?part=ecoustis-cnet
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Multi-screen Videoart , Or Something Like
Beatrice Ferrario

endless re-collection and re-use of
files without copyright (if it’s not a
Jimpunk’s one).
The artist’s web site is anticommunicative par excellence.
Basically, with It’s 80s atmosphere it’s
only for nerds . You don’t know where
to click, there are letters apparently
without sense that comes from a
stylized pc keyboard. You have to
move your mouse on them to finally
obtain an intelligible informative
fragment.

The net art author we’re talking about
in this article is very mysterious
because he never shows himself in
public and he doesn’t say anything
about his origins (even if his web site
seems to be registered in France ).
The only thing we know for sure is his
name (or, better, nickname): Jimpunk
.
We wanted to interview him but he’s
not interested in talking about
himself. He prefers other people to
say what they think about his works.
Pulp.href is the last one. He also
collaborated for 56KTV Bastard
Channel , we talked about in
December 2005. Jimpunk, who won
the One second video festival, creates
video-art with “second hand”
fragments. A real trash TV related to
the philosophy of picking up from the
net to create works of art, in an

.

The same feeling of bewilderment you
find in the pages of the Pulp.href
project, the author himself defines:
“an electronic instrument, or
something like”. Once you have
downloaded the page (you need
quicktime to do it), the screen is
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divided into two areas: in one area
there’s an innocent display, in the
other one there are the first six letters
of the alphabet placed in two lines
repeated till the bottom of the page.
The disposition of the letters in every
block prefigure the division of the
screen once you follow links.

.

Videos used last two or three seconds
and they are endlessly repeated.
Images were manipulated with filters
to shade them. The subjects are
various, without relations one to
another.
This work of art seems to follow that
new media trend that uses one screen
to show different programs. The idea
of working with many open and
autonomous windows, which was
born with the PC is extending to TV
too to give audience the possibility
watch two (or more) programs at the
same time. This is very popular yet so
Pulp.href is not a very original project,
it’s just something you’ve seen yet.

To every block corresponds a video,
the same video for every letter of the
block. If you click on (a) you’ll activate
the up-left rectangle , on (b) the upcentred rectangle and so on. After a
few seconds the first raw of videos
will be repeated almost covering up
the lower area of the screen, where
links are, inhibiting every user’s action.
The only freedom Jimpunk leaves us
is to close the browser window to
stop it.

http://www.jimpunk.com/
http://www.jimpunk.com/www.pulp.
href/#
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Sitespecific.it, Territory And Virtual Spaces
Tiziana Gemin

on the territory and on the web, sitespecific works of art, i.e. projects
created for some specific places they
are related to.
During this exhibition artists face up
to the spatial-temporal characteristics
of the net; a virtual place where the
individual territory is mixed up with
the social territory, and where global
and local are connected.

It is possible to find some analogies
between the concrete spatial
dimension and the intangible net
dimension. Both dimensions are
places where you can act and interact
with peculiar temporal characteristics
and similar relational dynamics.
By means of new technologies the
physical and virtual space have the
possibility to influence each others.
We are nowadays so used to live this
space-temporal superimposition that
sometimes we don’t recognize the
borderlines between the two worlds.

.

Site Specific @ Web has been divided
into two appointments: at the first
vernissage  held 8 th April 2006  the
works of art by Riccardo Benassi,
Alessandro Capozzo, Fausto Gilberti,
Laurina Paperina e Laura Viale were
presented. At the second virtual
exhibition  Saturday 29 th April 2006 
were presented the works of art by
ConiglioViola, ELASTIC Group of

Site Specific @ Web is a collective
exhibition, organized by Corrado Mora
, and hosted at the web site
www.sitespecific.it . This is the first
event promoted by Site Specific ,
which is a no-profit organization
aimed at being a platform to spread,
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Artistic Research, Chiara Passa ed
Alex Pinna . The artist CasaluceGeiger
were there in both the occasions.

recalls an architectonical place based
on the same logical constructions of
the program. With this inexistent-i-reality place is possible to interact by
pressing two keys.

The perception inside the virtual
world change notably from artist to
artist and techniques and expressive
styles are very heterogeneous: from
static images to animations, videos
and software programming. The
different interpretations has digital
technology in common only.

The athmosphere of Zoogno by
ConiglioViola is totally different. The
animation shows a magic world with a
surrealist aesthetic, modifying itself as
“its” time goes by. This work of art
fully reflects the duo production. They
usually mix up genres creating a
hybrid aesthetic that recalls more
traditional artistic forms by digital
means (obviously).

There’s an obvious great difference of
poetics chosen, let’s just take into
consideration two works of art which
are very different one to the other:
Code-Specific by Alessandro Capozzo
and Zoogno by ConiglioViola.

.

The only work of art which will remain
during the whole event course is the
blog Synusi@openingmob-blog by
CasaluceGeiger (synusi @ virus
cyborg). A work connected to the
concept of production of memory, a
work in progress.

.

Code-Specific by Alessandro Capozzo
is characterized by an essential and
linear environment which is generated
by a software created by the artist
himself. Code-Specific is an hypnotic
program analyzing itself and then
giving a spatial representation of this
self-analysis process. Visualization

Site Specific has also organized the
IndexPage Competition 2006 , for
artist and designers using digital
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languages that will come up at the
publication of Site Specific @ Web
index page and the possibility for the
winner to gain a monographic space
in the web site extras. The jury
composed by Tatiana Bazzichelli,
Mauro Ceolin, Corrado Mora,
Domenico Quaranta and Valentina
Tanni, awarded ex aequo Hans
Bernhard (ÜBERMORGEN.COM), with
Psychotropic Drugs Karaoke , and
MEZ (Mary-Anne Breeze), with
_ID.Xorcism _. Successively edited
into two different inaugurations.

dosi di psicofarmaci che è costretto
ad assumere quotidianamente, dopo
l’esaurimento nervoso connesso alla
sua attività in Internet. Ogni
messaggio scritto è accompagnato da
un pezzo musicale metal core, dove le
parole cantate sono il contenuto del
post pubblicato. Psychotropic Drug
Karaoke , con questa proiezione dello
stato fisico personale sul territorio
pubblico di un blog, mette in evidenza
quale peso possa avere sulla nostra
esistenza quotidiana, la vita all’interno
della rete. L’opera è connessa a
Psych|OS , una serie di lavori dello
stesso artista, che riflettono
sull’influenza che la tecnologia può
avere sugli stati psichici.

Stéphanie Boisset had a mention of
honour for the web design of her
sitespecific, characterized by an
essential and simple graphic.

L’altro primo posto è dell’artista
australiana MEZ con _ID Xorcism_ ,
un’opera legata alla percezione
dell’identità all’interno dello spazio
della rete. Il poema, composto da
parole e immagini che scorrono
orizzontalmente, sembra poter
svelare qualcosa sull’identità
dell’artista; ma invece confonde, con il
suo inesorabile flusso, e con le
multiple apparizioni che richiamano
un’estetica cyberpunk anni ’90.
L’identità, intesa come cosa
immutabile, all’interno dello spazio
virtuale viene così “esorcizzata”. Il
lavoro è stato creato utilizzando il
“mezangelle”, un linguaggio ibrido,
creato dalla stessa artista, che
combina forme del linguaggio umano
con codice HTML e altri linguaggi

.

Fra i due lavori vincitori, il primo ad
essere
pubblicato
è
stato
Psychotropic Drug Karaoke di Hans
Bernhard ; opera che consiste in un
blog dalla grafica asciutta e
minimalista, dove l’artista viennese
pubblica post che informano sulle
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informatici come il Perl.

finissage di sabato 20 Maggio 2006.

Le opere del primo e del secondo
appuntamento si uniranno online nel
www.sitespecific.it
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Camp Darfur In Second Life
Marco Cadioli

It was born from a collaborative work
of some members of Omidyar.net,
who, some months ago, have decided
to create within this virtual world a
place of reflex ion and raise of
awareness on the violence and
atrocities ongoing in Darfur , the
occidental region of Sudan .
They have built on Better World Island
a 3D refugee camp with the aim to
give information about the ongoing
genocide in Darfur , gather funds and
create links with the main
associations and campaigns
concerned about Darfur.

Camp Darfur, built on Better Word
Island in Second Life, a collaborative
virtual gaming community, is an entire
simulation camp of Darfur refugees.
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Save Darfur Coalition initiatives
gathering in the US hundreds of
organisations humanitarian, pacifist
and for the defence of human right.

.

Three years after the crisis, according
to recent data of World Food
Program, of UN and Coalition for
International Justice, 3.5 million
people are starving, 2.500.000 are
displaced and have taken refuge in
camps and 400.000 have been killed
by the Janjaweed militia’s brutality
with the support of the government.
It is a situation presenting analogies
with the genocide in Rwanda in 2004,
where villages were razed to the
ground, women were raped and the
situation was even worse due to the
deliberate destruction of food and
water supplies.

.

Among the tents of Camp Darfur , you
can find information, multimedia
shows, posters with short and incisive
refugee stories, maps, the
reconstruction of a camp with its
kitchen, its tend with humanitarian
aids, sacks of rice and Red Cross
packs. Huge boards show slides
containing images of the genocide
places, burning villages, faces of the
refugees and of the children,
campaign claims.

There are hundreds of associations
worldwide focusing on raising
awareness about this ongoing
genocide and demanding the
government to undertake a stronger
and more effective response to the
atrocities plaguing the civil
population. Camp Darfur promotes

“Basically a group of better world
scouts believed that it was time to
make this situation real for people”
tells me In Kenzo, one of the creators
of Camp Darfur, “People do not want
to think about it or believe that this is
happening in 2006″.
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contact with reality. They are the
promoters of the events taking place
in favour of Darfur . They have just
finished a live camp in San Francisco
and in Los Angeles (where Spooky
performed) have spent five days
explaining the ongoing genocide in
streaming on the web and next event
will be a huge rally in Washington DC .
The organizing experience of Camp
Darfur in SL derives from those real
events: 15 tents, posters, photos,
videos, conferences and debates.

.

I interview her at ManorMeta , a
meditation space just in front of Camp
Darfur: “ManorMeta is a meditation
space, our hermitage and gathering
space for better world design, it’s also
our living experiment in what it means
to be a participant in a better world”
says In Kenzo. The place is an
authentic example of creative
architecture in SL, evolving constantly
with fluid forms and transparent
surfaces. It is the meeting place of
Better World Scouts. I ask her for
some information about this group:
Better World Scouts came from a few
of our group on the Omidyar Network
who shared a vision for world
changing. Sue Stonebender built the
island and helped the group come
together”. .

.

Here you can find many links to
reference websites of organisations
related to Save Darfur and it is
possible to act in person and join the
Million Voices Campaign in order to
deliver 1 million postcards to President
Bush demanding that he promotes
multinational initiatives to help
Darfurians. It is an experience in
progress- explains me In Kenzo: “we
have not put all of the interactive
elements in at Camp Darfur in SL yet,
we hosted a film festival for four days

“Who has helped you build Camp
Darfur ?” I ask her. In Kenzo: “Zeke
Poutine, Riversong Garden , Jamie
Neutra and I did most of it”. I am not
talking about some fanatic player
spending the day on internet losing
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with FilmAid International. The video
walls will come up this week and that
will make the experience more real”.

combination : a virtual space as a lab
to build something better. The big
photos of refugees’ camps
surrounding the camp, rebuilt in 3D,
extend the virtual space in favour of
the real space, perceptively as a
scenography, but metaphorically as a
window on the real world and on its
tragedies seen from inside here.

An interesting experiment on the way
to talk in SL about such a difficult
subject – agrees In Kenzo-”it’s not
easy to know how to talk about it,
especially with kids…..in the virtual
world our challenge was making it real
while not making it a bloodfest”.
“Genocide is a difficult issue to
address and we’ve received a mostly
warm response from those who
visit….but there’s also some
reactionary frustration and outright
hatred and violence thrown at this
island for what we do”. Less than a
month after its opening, Camp Darfur
was visited by hundreds of people,
but destroyed too by an avatar
identified and then banned by Linden
.

In Kenzo must come back to a live
camp, we say goodbye to each other,
but before going she makes an open
invitation to everybody to take part in
a Better World Island project initiative:
“we feature organic spaces all
around……encourage everyone to get
involved, not only in camp Darfur but
by bringing their passions and
projects to Better World Island. The
people who have built this island are
extraordinary in so many ways and
there are many good ideas floating
around here. This is just the
beginning.”
t is true. This is just the beginning.

www.internetlandscape.it
http://www.savedarfur.org/home
http://www.millionvoicesfordarfur.or
g/

.

It is a virtual and real world

http://www.omidyar.net/group/bwi/
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Briand Feat. Philip K. Dick
Miriam Petruzzelli

of his perceptions. This extraordinary
connection, this gate, this way out
from the user’s world through
technological mechanisms, represents
an autonomous and personal answer
for each “explorer” to the common
dynamics of fruition, especially of rave
and techno culture, and, in a wider
vision, to the constant ongoing
struggle to increase our daily
experience with technology.

Mathieu Briand ‘s first US solo show
recently opened at L.A.’s REDCAT
gallery. Briand, who was seen last
November on the occasion of the lap
of Emergency Biennale in Chechnya
at the Stecca degli Artigiani in Milan,
works at interactive installations
where computer, electro music, robot,
video etc., make up situations,
environments and atmospheres to
explore and stimulate our perceptive
system through experience, game and
presence.

.

Briand’s show at REDCAT is named
after Philip K. Dick ‘s novel Ubik (1969)
and, exactly as this novel does,
explores perception, presence,
expectations and utopia of the future.
Dick’s novel is a fascinating proof of
the inadequacy in the linear,
reductionist and rational last century’s
dominating thought, symptom of an
apparently inexplicable anomaly, of a

The use Briand makes of new
technologies requires yet the active
participation of the audience. Such as
it happened the first time the virtual
world was travelled, his installations
work “hooking” the visitor in an
environment “other” and playing with
the point of view of the viewer in
order to bring into question the truth
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split between what appears and what
could be.

.

For this show Briand presents
different installations, among which
SYS *05.ReE*03/SE*1 MoE*2-4 : four
made to measure helmets housing
little cameras and screens guests can
wear to observe the installation. A
commutation device connected to
the helmets allows the visitors to
exchange one another their visual
perspectives.

Such as Dick undermines the basis of
the rational thought- the cause-effect
relation-replacing a plurality of
interactions, events, perceptions
which do not lead to a single
necessary solution but to plenty of
possible solutions, Briand too
suggests a universe, where what you
expect does not happen necessarily,
where our cognitive reference system
is altered, based on laws different
form those making daily life a whole
perceived to be coherent. The final
effect (?) is a deep mutation of our
perception of the world, no matter
which perception. Briand’s Ubiq is
then a mind odyssey investing the
body all, shaking and pervading the
senses, from which it is impossible to
resurface without keeping the
physical memory of a dazing
experience.

SYS*011. Mie>AbE/SoS SYS*010 (the
spiral) is an installation provided with
loudspeakers, rotating platforms and
a mixer connected to an editing
system guests can use to handle the
original samples generating new
sound tracks. It is even possible to mix
your own electro compositions with
the artist’s original ones and record a
vinyl. The copies of the vinyl will be
available at cost price in the gallery.
Ubiq involves the prototype of a new
video installation which let you
observe a simulation of Earth’s
rotation in real time: a part of Briand’s
work studying the sci-fi future
promised by Stanley Kubrick in 2001:
A Space Odyssey.

http://www.redcat.org
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The Dancing Image
Massimo Schiavoni

sound
stratifications.
The
desappearance of the dancer
happened before by analogic ways of
video editing then by virtual ways of
simulations rather destabilising but
perceptively of high quality.
Coreography is enjoyed and the final
work becomes an elaborated and
redecodified happening.
The 14th edition of the festival The
Electronic Choreographer will start on
Thursday the 11 th of May 2006 and
will go on the 12 th and the 13 th , at
PAN – Palazzo delle Arti of Naples ,
conceived and directed by Marilena
Riccio. Pan houses and promotes a
“historical” initiative at its 14th edition.
The only festival in Italy to be devoted
to a particular use of the electronic
device together with the most
innovative chorographical research,
beyond
hybridization
and
interferences between video, theatre
and cinema. The aim of this
international manifestation of video
dance, born in 1990, is to boost dance,
the activity of dancers, directors,
choreographers,
scenographers,
musicians and video makers
encouraging their tight artistic
collaboration and has become an
international point of reference.

Talking about video dance today is no
longer “complicated” as it was some
years ago, it is no longer a place alien
to the most significant visual arts, and
it is no longer a “new vanguard” or just
an élite contemporaneity. There is
already a story documented by books,
VHS or DVD, a short story, a path born
unconsciously with cinema, continued
with television and video up to make a
name of itself in America in the 70′s
with Doris Chase and with a further
evolution thanks to interactivity and
the net.
Today there are, luckily, festivals,
retrospectives, conventions and
workshops. The only flaw in Italy is
connected to didactics. Video dance
had to “get used” to digital and the
enormous potentialities of the new
code allowing different visual and
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studied contemporary dance in Rome
(Elsa Piperno, Nicoletta Giavotto),
Paris (Linda Davis, Karen Steel, Lukas
Hoving), New York (Ruth Currier, Alvin
Nikolais, Martha Graham, Merce
Cunningham,Sara Sugjara, Nini Melvin
). Wibke Janssen , born in Hamburg ,
studied music at the Hamburger
Musikschule as well as pedagogy. She
created bands and studied as a
dancer and as dance teacher at the
Erika Klütz Schule of Hamburg , where
she worked with Mary Wigman as her
assistant too.

.

Projections and meetings with the
authors will take place every day from
18 to 23. A tango spectacle -on the
11th at 9 pm -and the live
performance- on the 12 th and the 13
th at 9 pm- by hia radanza OBJET D
(choreography and interpret Marika
Rizzi with the technical collaboration
of Vidal Bini) will enrich the schedule.
The 150 videos which entered the
festival come from all over the world:
Italy , Greece , France , Canada ,
Germany , New Zeeland, Argentina,
Australia , Belgium , Switzerland ,
Slovenia , U.K, Lithuania , South
Chorea, Hong Kong , Slovakia , etc…

.

Beyond organising video projections
and live performances the main aim is
to promote internationally video
dance and its connected artistic
activities of national productions,
through visibility granted by an
international collective: to provide
information concerning festivals,
video dance retrospectives and all the
chances to promote productions,
artists and curators, share knowledge
and favour the diffusion of press

A special mention should be
addressed to this year’s jury. The
President Paola De Simone has a
piano education and historicalmusical studies which soon lead her
to a close militancy in journalism and
didactics in the field of music and
dance. Annouscka Brodacz combines
cultural activity to artistic activity in
the field of dance and theatre. She
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articles, essays, programmes and
making them available on the web
besides proposing Italian and
European tours such as Dance & Video
in Milan in 1994, Review of Video
dance of Genoa on the following
September.

Commission-Raffaello programme, as
well as the realisation of an intense
scheduling of seminaries and
expositions.

In 1997 took place Videodanzando
movimenti tra corpo e monitor ( Video
dancing movements between the
body and the monitor) in Palermo at
Spazio Blu Cobalto, the Merano TV
Festival , the Monaco Dance Forum
2004 , at Grimaldi Forum of Munich,
Frammenti di danza – Rassegna di
video danza (Fragments of video
dance- Review of video dance) at the
National Gallery of Modern Art of
Rome and SHOOT – Dance for Screen ,
at the Modern Art Museum and
Modern Dance Theatre of Stockholm.
In 12 editions of the international
festival of video dance the promoting
association has gathered an archive
made up of numerous videos, which,
year after year, have been selected
within the different sections of the
review. This lead to the creation of a
cospicuous, precious and unique
video library documenting the birth
and the development of this recent
and innovative language video dance
represents. The promotional activity
had one of its most qualifying
moments with the participation in the
“Terpsychore” European Network for
the preservation of the audiovisual
Dance
Heritage,
European

.

1991. The Electronic Choreographer
takes place at the seat of the French
Institute of Grenoble and with a jury
presided by Vittoria Ottolenghi and
made up of Elisa Vaccarino, Gérard
Paquet, Adriana Borgonovo and
Michel Doucin. Thirty are the Italian
videos. Tuffo nell’acqua e tonfi del
cuore (A Dive into Water and my heart
skips a bit) was given the award, a 10
minutes’ video directed by Cinzia
Romiti (who is the author of the
choreographies too with the
collaboration of Laura Balis
Giambracono) . From this moment on
a spectacular meeting of strongly
motivated artists coming from all over
the world starts and they were
“gathered” in Naples on the occasion
of this festival unique in its kind, each
year more and more spectacular as
well as professional.
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2006. During last edition the award
was conferred to Ma Mére L’Oye
directed by Thierry de Mey. This year,
we mention among Italian artists:
Monica Farnè, Sergio De Vito,
Gabriella Riccio, Federica Mastrangeli,
Martha Rubino – Antonino Rispoli,
Giuseppe Esposito – Marta Ciappina,
Ilaria Distante, Alida Bernardi –
Simona Da Pozzo , Pietro Favet,
ZimmerFrei, Kinkaleri, Rosario
Marchese – Cristina Ponticelli, Elena
Russo de Cerame, Francesco Del
Grosso and Fabio Ciccalè.

Mikko Kallinen, David Corbet – Nicky
Marr, Karsten Liske – Erna Omarsdottir
– Luc Dunberry, Bo Myers – Emily
Molnar, Lisbeth Irene Nordli, Anna
Kolbrun, Damiàn Munoz, Anton,
Claudia Hauri – Maarten Eland, Lea
Anderson, Filipe Martins – Isabel
Barros, Jaime del Val, Michelle Kettle –
Laura Harvey, AIyx Duncan, Michael
Maurissens, Cecile Raymond, Marta
Renzi, Mimi Garrard, Tracie Mitchell,
Lisa May Thomas, Heidi Duckler, Tim
Southam – Jean Pierre Perreault,
Catherine Tatge and Bia ana Adam.

Among foreign artists we mention:
Dieter Schneider – Debrah Colker,
Marlène Katia Balint – Silva Ricard,

www.napolidanza.com
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Deconstructing Deck
Domenico Quaranta

tradition that goes through the
amusing cadavers by Breton and
friends and through the photographic
installations by Franco Vaccari . A
tradition the net art has been able to
collect and strengthen in a real way,
thanks to the global dimension of the
Net and the possibility of intervention
in real time.

Nowadays
the
adjective
“collaborative”, referred to an art
work, sounds old and arouse a stupid
smile typical of our infant memories.
Its glorious moment was in the middle
90′s, when the new creative
possibilities given by the Net were a
new entry, as the interactivity.
The collaborative work was one of the
dead test for the author and one of
the declination of the interactive
work. Both of them went out of
fashion when the author was
discovered to be on health and the
interactivity, being not more than
some clicks, was for the most a joke,
named “co-author” but actually the
same passive spectator as ever.

.

But the disappointment for the “false”
interactivity had percussion on the
real one. The enthusiasm remained
just in a few people arrived at the end
of this fashion and in a few artists who
hardly worked on the participation of
the user and the real “public” and
community nature of a specific
project. Among those, the American
artist Andy Deck hold undoubtedly a
prime role.

In reality, interactivity and
collaboration are two separate things,
and the second one has a long
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When, in 1994, Deck opened
artcontext.com , he already has on his
mind that the web site is a platform of
collective work, and its function is
both to stimulate and keep alive
processes to whom the user
contribute in an active manner,
bringing their creativity and their
ideas into play. Twelve years later,
commenting on his personal at the
Londoner HTTP Gallery, Deck is still
able to be amazed in front of what
these processes have been able to
create. “I’ve been surprised in seeing
some images produced with my
works. The huge amount of material
filed in my website grow so much,
that I have no time to observe
everything”.

the name reveal, the project take its
cue on the ” quilting circle”, a
widespread play between the
housewives of the nineteenth century.
A sort of “collaborative blanket”,
where each woman had to realized a
detail.

The substitution of ” quilting” with
“screening” is not only linked to the
passage of the reality on a PC screen,
but also to the affinity between pixel
and the warp of a fabrics, so the
continuity between the two games
and the two medium. Still in this
continuity the Net introduce some
exceptional news. First of all the
process is open to a global
community, that can intervenes in real
time on original patterns and modified
ones, inside an economy that doesn’t
provide  as in the ” quilting circle”- a
predetermined drawing, but allows a
completely free action.

.

Deck can now proudly define
“collaborative” his last work,
commissioned by Tate Online in
collaboration with Artport section of
Whitney Museum . Actually, Screening
Circle is almost an apology of the
collaborative project on the Net. As

.

The only limit imposed it’s an
aesthetic one, related to the
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characteristics of the collaborative
platform created by Deck. It is
imposed the use of a narrow palette
and a grid of squared card of big
dimension. The result is a low-tech
output, low resolution similar to the 8
bit graphic, that gives the opportunity
of infinite combinations but on the
other hand limits the possibility of
expression. Screening Circe is far
different from similar collaborative
platforms such as Gliphiti by the same
Andy Deck or the Drawingblog
launched in 2002 by the Italian Helga
Franza, who looked more to the
expressive freedom of the graffito and
the drawings, and bet on the
construction of a real blanket-puzzle
of images.

singularly, in slideshow , and are
always modifiable. A choice that
allows Deck not only to minimize the
structural characteristics of the fabrics
warp, but also to encourage the
intervention of people not truly sure
of their creative gift. This way, he puts
everyone in ease with an elementary
interface and makes the process truly
open.

Vice versa, each contribution in
Screening Circle have to be seen

http://artport.whitney.org/

http://artcontext.org/act/05/screeni
ngCircle/
http://artcontext.org/
http://www.http.uk.net/
http://www.tate.org.uk/netart/

http://www.drawingblog.net/
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I Love Gif
Valentina Tanni

Russian artist Olia Lialina has
effectively defined ” grubby “.

Animated GIF ( Graphics Interchange
Format ) are the emblem of a vintage
aesthetic applied to the net. A retro
and nostalgic aesthetic, built with
natural forms, a poor palette, the pixel
grid in view. One of the first format to
allow the insertion of animated
elements inside web pages, in use
since the dawning of the Internet.

.

Today an exhibition, simply intituled
The Gif Show (from 3 rd May to 3 rd
June at Rx Gallery of San Francisco)
celebrate the return of animated GIF.
They are proposed as creative
platform, thanks to their lightness,
their “open source” characteristic,
both on the technical and conceptual
side (there’s no need of owner
software, broad band, particular
technical abilities). A page of Myspace
, the popular US social networking
service, presents the event, that
impress for its hyper-kinetic aspect,
introducing the spectator into the
exhibition mood.

It has never truly disappeared, even if
outclassed by more advanced format
such as Flash, most of all talking about
the banner. The GIF is now
protagonist of a recovery and
revaluation movement. Movement
that includes a huge complex of forms
and format considered obsolete, such
as frames, three-dimensional fonts,
midi files, buttons and the austere
aspect of home pages 1994 style . That
amateur vocabulary, far from the
contemporary web design, that the

A group of 12 artists investigates on
this graphic format through simple
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GIFs, but also videos, animations,
prints and sculptures. It’s lead by
Marisa S. Olson , artist herself more
than editor and editor of Rhizome.org.
Interpreting with an ironic manner all
the low-tech charm of the GIF graphic
language, described by Tom Moody,
one of the participant, that writes on
his blog: “GIFs have a special charm,
minimal as the garage rock”.

Paperrad . The crowd of little
animated human being who runs in
loop in Marathon by Guthrie Lonergan
. The break-up of the rock icons from
glitch by Matt Smear . And Abe
Linkoln, Peter Baldes, Michael BellSmith, Jimpunk and Paul Slocum . The
show will end with the musical
performance of the Eats Tapes, US
duo that mix acid house, techno and
electro with the visuals of Nate Boyce,
investigator of the alterations of the
perception.
Flashing and colourful, these rough
kinematical images express a punk
and kitsch aesthetic that re-affirm the
potential of the digital craftsmanship,
without proclamations but rather with
the energy of creativity.

.

So here’s the clouds on a light blue
background by Cory Arcangel in a
mod from the historical Supermario. A
dancing Olia Lialina in Animated Gif
Model . The patchwork sculptures by
Loveid . The fictitious pop-rainbow by

www.myspace.com/gifshow
http://lifeofmo.blogspot.com
www.rxgallery.com
www.rhizome.org
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Pleix, French Videoclip
Alessandra Migani

videoclip, even if they didn’t produce
a huge number of works, considering
Cunnignham, Gondry, Lynn Fox or
Floria Sigismondi.
We met there to interview them, a
unique event considering their will to
be anonymous but also the fact that
they dislike talking about their work.
But we couldn’t miss such a special
opportunity…

There is a videoclip, one of the most
curios, funny and classy that Mtv has
ever seen. On music notes and
rhythmic created by Vitalic, a genius
of the French electronic movement, a
lot of dogs and puppies are flying in
slow motion, a great contrast with the
music. Expressions and funny
positions of the animals contrast with
the aseptic scenery of lasers.

Alessandra Migani: Besides your
choice to keep your identity
anonymous – I have to confess that I
absolutely love the picture of you all
together and noticed that maybe
somebody wears glasses. How did
you start to work together as a
collective and what is your method?
Pleix: Pleix is a community of digital
artists (graphic designers, 3d artists,
musicians…) willing to mix their skills
to gain greater freedom for various
projects. The Pleix touch could be a
common work on limits,
contradictions and accidents that
show the fragility of the digital world.
These artists produce tension by
joining together heterogeneous
graphics, videos and sounds.We are all
based in Paris . It’s true, we never put
our inviduals name but sign our

A quite simple video, as some of you
may think, but please, don’t judge it
before watching it. Birds, the name of
the video, show to the world the
name of Pleix, French group of
graphics and video artists. To tell you
the truth, they’ve already directed
videos, for example E-baby, Beauty
Kit and Simon for people like
Basement Jaxx, Kid606, Bliss, Plaid. In
the last 5 years they became
important in the world of author
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different projects
under the name of PLEIX. Pleix is not
a company…just a group of various
artists. We work together since 2001
but we know each other since before
we created Pleix. We are all
complementary technically and
creatively and it’s an ideal situation for
us to be together. Bleip is part of the
collective, he is a musician and a video
editor. He released an EP called “+1″
(Sound Silent/ La Baleine ). Working
together is a great help, we all beleive
that image, sound & edit are all equaly
important.

our films, a bit like a subliminal
message… You can watch our videos
without thinking of it or notice it and
find something more sensitive.
People are free to see what they
want. We are not so different from
other artists but we’ve got our tastes,
our own desires, our sense of
humour… Beeing 7 makes our
inspiration sources very large, coming
from many different fields like
cinema, art, TV, comic books and ,
cartoons etc.. We love beeing
supprised ! We love sharing our work
with the public. That’s why we like all
kind of different fields to show our
films, exhibitions, festivals, internet,
TV etc…

We find our inspiration in our society,
our world full of contradictions. We
usually try to have a few readings in
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we never met the band !! It’s always
very cool to do a video clip but lot’s of
work !!!

.

Alessandra Migani: Your website is
simple but very communicative, looks
as a perfect meeting point for those
who are interested in visual arts, how
does it interact with your work?

.

Alessandra Migani: Thinking about
your different experiences, like the
Guggenheim in Bilbao or the Cube in
Issy-les-Moulineaux, do you enjoy
working within a museum institution?
Do you feel that the expression of
your work is challenging almost like
the work itself?

Pleix: That’s right, our web site is
simple to read and easy to update and
it is the perfect place to share our last
projects ! When we finish a film, we
put it right away on the web, we all
Love internet…
Alessandra Migani: How do you work
with musicians? Do you talk with the
artists about the concept or do you
develop your own idea? It looks like
you have been working only with
electronic musicians, is this a choice
or just happened?

Pleix: Creation doesn’t stick to one
space. For us, making exhibitions with
some installation, make us think
about our creation differently, in a
different context. Found a “real
space”, talking with “real body” is very
important in this virtual world !
Installations allow us to take our time,
to freeze an instant for a project and
also to let the space between real
worl and imaginary worl spongious !

Pleix: As we mentioned before, we
find our inspiration in our society, our
world…When we like a track, wee
focused on the music to find a
narrative line and an idea coame to us.
Most of the time, we are free to do
what we want and most of the time,

Alessandra Migani: What are you
working on at this moment?
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Pleix: We just finished an exhibition in
: “D-Day le design aujourd’hui “,
Contemporary Art Museum of Paris
Centre Georges Pompidou (Juin 2005
to October 2005) and an other in
Palais des Beaux arts de Lille “Volupté
numériques” (december 2005 to
February 2006)…
We’ll participate to NEMO’s festival in
Paris (7-13 April 2006, to an exhibition
called “Videotheque Mobile” (April
26th to may 27th) in Paris, also in ” La
Force de l’art”, a collective exhibition
about french creation in Le Grand
Palais in Paris (9 mai-25 juin 2006), in
Toulouse, a special Pleix presentation
in Centre Culturel> Bellegarde (9-13
May 2006) At the moment we are
working on a new commercial for the
US and a new “personnal” Pleix film
that we’ll be ready in few month !!We
are also showing our films in many
different festivals (onedotzero,
Resfest etc…) And we expect to
release a Pleix dvd soon…may be at
the end of this year ! A new adventure
for us !

.

Alessandra Migani: One very last
question: who is the dog on the
homepage?
For our film BIRDS, we’ve made a
casting of 11 dogs. We have made
some reshearch on all dogs races,
trying to find the ones that had a
strong personnality. Some of them
where “professional”, some are just
normal dogs. We don’t know them
“personnally” !!!.

http://www.pleix.net/
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Children Of Uranium
Teresa De Feo

Greenaway’s wife, and with Andrea
Liberovici’s musics. The show,
presented at Genoa ‘s Science
Festival, was created for the 3
anniversary of 2005: 100 years since
Einstein’s relativity law, 50 years since
his death, and 60 years since
Hiroshima ‘s Bomb.

Lots of people thinks he is not so nice,
and they are probably right. He is a
snob, too self conscious, with a huge
ego, and by the way he is anglosaxon,
with all the bad habits this mean.
Loving him or hating him, once again
and underneath it all, we are talking
about Peter Greenaway. It is hard to
resist to the provocations of his Welsh
man, working for years on the huge
multimedial project Tulse Luper.

.

This work make people think about
the importance of science and of is
protagonists into the last century,
after the discovery of atomic physic
and nuclear fixation. The show, where
it is easy to find Greenaway’s hand,
mix technologies and ambientations
together with bitter sense of humor,
and a story with lots of different point
of view and solutions. Numerology,
linguistic tricks, hidden meanings,
these are the real protagonists of the
show.

Three movies, a book, a web site, and
last February a vj performance at the
STRP festival in Eindhoven , and
Greenaway is bringing Luper to
Neaples.
At Roccella Palace, also known as Pan
(Neaples palace of art), from April 1 st
to May 8 th , there is the multimedial
work The Children of Uranium,
directed by Saskia Boddeke,
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Just like Tulse Luper, the common
aspect is the number 92, the number
of the element Uranium, connecting
story, facts and relations of the 8
characters of the 8 installations. The
table of elements, that after uranium
wasn’t anymore the symbol of a safe
world, become the playground of the
characters, moved in and from the
scene by the theme of nuclear, abuse
and fear of it. A journey through the
discoveries, paradoxes, in a one way
street that also nowadays could be a
scary scenary, like Ahmadinejad
brings to our mind a politic of self
distruction.

rebus, that the audience should be
able to solve.
Each viewer is into the action, that
moves from an ambient to the other.
Into the net built by the characters,
talking to each other, fighting, or just
repeating their monologue, the
audience is a passive and invisible
character.
It is not difficult to ask ourselves “Why
am I here?”, while looking at
Gorbaciov talking to the body of his
dead wife Raissa, or while Bush is
playing a lonely shangay with his
pencils. In Greenaway’s vision, the
audience is like a puppet, able only to
see what other men have decided.

.

Isaac Newton, Joseph Smith, Madame
Curie, Albert Einstein, Oppenheimer,
Kruciov, Gorbaciov and George Bush
are the protagonists, connected by
the element of uranium. As
Greenaway said, we are all children of
uranium, and the director push the
audience into a labyrinth full of
symbols, symmetries, talking objects,
just like they were elements of a huge

.

The show took place from April the 1
st to April the 12 th . It is possible to
visit the 8 scene, like a
videoinstallation, from April the 13 th
to May the 8 th .
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www.culturacampania.rai.it/site/it-IT
/Almanacco_della_Cultura/Eventi/ev

enti/children_of_uranium.html
www.tulselupernetwork.com
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Link index
Progetto Antenna: Audiovisual Rendering
http://www.progettoantenna.com/
The Multimedia Colours Of Micha Klein
http://www.videoflux.com
http://www.michaklein.com/flash/index.html
All Christina Kubisch’s Ligths
Muv Festival, Music And Digital Arts
http://www.firenzemuv.com
Viral Communication Hotbed
http://www.guerrigliamarketing.it/
Stalder: The Future Of Digital Communities
http://archive.salon.com/tech/feature/2003/08/14/fakesters/
http://snm-hgkz.ch/SNMHome/diplom00/diplomSL.htm
http://copyfight.ath.cx/
http://copyfight.ath.cx/
http://www-106.ibm.com/developerworks/xml/library/x-foaf.html
http://www.guardian.co.uk/online/story/0,3605,870848,00.html
http://liz.xtdnet.nl/MappingDistributedCommunities.html
http://felix.openflows.org
http://www.foaf-project.org
http://www.friendster.com
http://www.myspace.com
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http://www.ecademy.com
http://www.linkedin.com
http://www.ryze.com
The Ethics Of Emerging Technology
http://ieet.org/
http://www.technologyreview.com/read_article.aspx?id=16437&ch=biotech
http://ieet.org/index.php/IEET/more/treder20060218/
http://www.futurebrief.com/
http://ieet.org/index.php/IEET/HETHR
Which Culture?
Daniel Rozin, Mirror Of The Soul
http://www.smoothware.com/danny/
Ctia, Wireless 2006: Fashion In Motion
http://ecoustics-cnet.com.com/1606-2_3-6058580.html?part=ecoustics-cnet
Multi-screen Videoart , Or Something Like
http://www.jimpunk.com/
http://www.jimpunk.com/www.pulp.href/
Sitespecific.it, Territory And Virtual Spaces
http://www.sitespecific.it
Camp Darfur In Second Life
http://www.internetlandscape.it/
http://www.savedarfur.org/home
http://www.millionvoicesfordarfur.org/
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http://www.omidyar.net/group/bwi/
Briand Feat. Philip K. Dick
http://www.redcat.org
The Dancing Image
Deconstructing Deck
http://artcontext.org/act/05/screeningCircle/
http://artcontext.org/
http://www.http.uk.net/
http://www.tate.org.uk/netart/
http://artport.whitney.org/
http://www.drawingblog.net/
I Love Gif
http://www.myspace.com/gifshow
http://lifeofmo.blogspot.com/
http://www.rxgallery.com/
http://www.rhizome.org/
Pleix, French Videoclip
http://www.pleix.net/
Children Of Uranium
http://www.culturacampania.rai.it/site/it-IT/Almanacco_della_Cultura/Event
i/eventi/children_of_uranium.html
http://www.tulselupernetwork.com
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